This paper deals with a single server retrial queue with a finite number of homogeneous sources of calls and a single nonreliable server, which means that the server is subject to random breakdowns depending on whether it is busy or idIe. The failure of the server may block or unbloek the systems' operations and the service of the interrupted request may be resumed or the call can be transmitted to the orbit. All random variables involved in the model constructions are supposed to be exponentially distributed and independent of each other. The novelty of the investigation is the variability of this nonreliability of the server which makes the system rather complicated. The MOSEL tool was used to formulate and solve the problem and the main performance and reliability measures were derived and graphically displayed. Several numerical calculations were performed to show the effect of the nonreliability of the server on the mean response times of the calls.
INTRODUCTION
Retrial queues have been widely used to model many problems arising in telephone switching systems, telecommunication networks, computer networks, and computer systems, etc. For a systematic account of the fundamental methods and results, furthermore an accessible classified bibliography on this topic the interested reader is referred to, for example, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , and references therein.
Since in practice some components of the systems are subject to random breakdowns (see, for example, [6] [7] [8] ), it is of basic importance to study reliability of retrial queues with server breakdowns and repairs because of limited ability of repairs and heavy influence of the breakdowns on the performance measures of the system. However, so far the repairable retrial queues are analyzed only in queuing theory. For related literature, the reader is referred to the works [9] [10] [11] [12] , where infinite-source nonreliable retrial queues were treated.
In many practical situations, it is important to take into account the fact that the rate of generation of new primary calls decreases as the number of customers in the system increases. This can be done with the help of finite-source, or quasi-random input models. Queuing systems without retrials, that is systems with classical waiting lines and finite population have been reviewed in detail by Takagi [13] . Since Kornyshev [14] , which was the first paper devoted to finitesource retrial queues, there has been a rapid growth in the literature on this topic. A complete survey on related results can be found in [1] for systems of type M/G/1//K and M/~I/c//K in Kendall's notation. In addition, in the papers [15, 16] , not only the outside observer's distributions of the systems in steady state, but also the stationary performance characteristics are considered on more detail. In particular, all main measures were expressed in terms of the server utilization. Arriving customers distribution of the system state, busy period, and waiting time processes (which is especially complex for retrial queues due to the overtaking) were investigated, too. Further recent results with finite-source of primary requests can be found in [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] .
Retrial queues with quasi-random input are recent interest in modeling magnetic disk memory systems [25] , cellular mobile networks [26] , computer networks [27] , and local-area networks with nonpersistent CSMA/CD protocols [23] , with star topology [28, 29] , with random access protocols [30] , and with multiple-access protocols [31] .
In this paper, finite-source systems with the following assumptions are investigated. Consider a single server queuing system, where the primary calls are generated by K, 1 < K < oc homogeneous sources. The server can be in three states: idle, busy, and failed. If the server is idle, it can serve the calls of the sources. Each of the sources can be in three states: free, sending repeated calls, and under service. If a source is free at time t it can generate a primary call during interval (t, t + dr) with probability A dt + o(dt). If the server is free at the time of arrival of a call, then the call starts to be served immediately, the source moves into the under service state and the server moves into busy state. The service is finished during the interval (t, t + dt) with probability # dt + o(td) if the server is available. If the server is busy, then the source starts generation of a Poisson flow of repeated calls with rate u until it finds the server free. After service the source becomes free, and it can generate a new primary call, and the server becomes idle so it can serve a new call. The server can fail during the interval (t, t + dt) with probability 5 dt + o(dt) if it is idle, and with probability 7 dt + o(dt) if it is busy. If 5 = 0, ~/> 0, or 5 = 9, > 0 active or independent breakdowns can be discussed, respectively. If the server fails in busy state, it either continues servicing the interrupted call after it has been repaired or the interrupted request returns to the orbit. The repair time is exponentially distributed with a finite mean 1/7. If the server is failed, two different cases can be treated. Namely, blocked sources ease when all the operations are stopped, that is neither new primary calls nor repeated calls are generated. In the unbloeked (intelligent) sources case only service is interrupted but all the other operations are continued (new and repeated calls can be generated). All the times involved in the model axe assumed to be mutually independent of each other. As it can be seen, this systems is rather complicated since it involves two types of failures, continued or repeated service and blocked or unblocked operations during breakdowns.
Our objective is to give the main usual stationary performance and reliability measures of the system and to display the effect of different parameters on them. To achieve this goal, a tool called MOSEL (Modeling, Specification and Evaluation Language) developed at the University of Erlangen, Germany, see [32] , is used to formulate and solve the problem. We show how this system can be modeled, and how easily performance measures can graphically be represented using IGL (Intermediate Graphical Language). This model is another extension of investigations for homogeneous finite-source queuing systems without retrials but with server's breakdowns which were treated in [33] . Similarly, it generalizes the results of [5] , where homogeneous systems with reliable multiple servers were analyzed.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the full description of the model by the help of the corresponding multicomponent Markov chain is given. Then, the main performance and reliability measures of the system are derived that can be obtained using MOSEL tool. In Section 3, several numerical examples are presented and some comments are made. Finally, the paper ends with a Conclusion.
THE M/M/1//K RETRIAL QUEUING

MODEL WITH UNRELIABLE SERVER
The Underlying Markov Chain
The system state at time t can be described with the process
if the server is busy, N(t) is the number of sources of repeated calls at time t. Because of the exponentiality of the involved random variables this process is a Markov chain with finite state
is finite, the process is ergodic for all values of the rate of generation of primary calls, and from now on we will assume that the system is in the steady state. We define the stationary probabilities
Knowing these quantities the main performance measures can be obtained as follows:
• utilization of the server As : E Pt0, 1-VR;
r=0 j:0
• the mean number of sources of repeated calls
• the mean number of calls staying in the orbit or in service
• the mean rate of generation of primary calls XEtK -C(t) -N(t); C(t) = i] X , for blocked case, for unblocked case.
The MOSEL Implementation
Because of the fact that the state space of the describing Markov chain is very large, (especially in the heterogeneous model we would like to investigate later), it is difficult to calculate the system measures in the traditional way of solving the system of steady-state equations. To simplify the procedure and to make our study more usable in practice, we used the software tool MOSEL to formulate the model and to calculate the main performance measures. By the help of MOSEL, we can use various performance tools (like SPNP, Stochastic Petri Net Package) to get these measures.
In this section, we show the base MOSEL program and the explanation of its main parts without the technical details of programming. This program belongs to the case of continued service after server's repair and request's generation is blocked during the server repairing. It does not contain the picture section, which is needed to generate various graphical representations of the measures. The figures in the next section are automatically generated by the tool with the corresponding picture part. In the MOSEL program, we used the following terminology: the server and the sources are referred to as a CPU and terminals, respectively. RESULT>> termutil = busyterm / NT; RESULT>> if(cpu=----cpu_up) retravg += (PROB*retrying_terminals); RESULT if(waiting_terminals > 0) waitall += (PROB*waiting_terminals) ; RESULT if (retrying_terminals > 0) retrall q-----(PROB*retrying_terminals) ; RESULT>> resptime----(retrall +waitall) / NT / (prgen * termutil); RESULT>> overallutil = cpuutil + busyterm; /* retrialnr-hom-cpu-cont.msl ended */ In the declaration part, we define the number of terminals (NT), this is the only program code line, that must be modified when modeling larger systems. The terminals have three states:
• busy (primary call generation), • retrying (repeated call generation), and • waiting (job service at the CPU).
The CPU has two states: idle and busy, and it can be up or failed in both states. We define the three parameters for the terminals:
prgen denotes the rate of primary call generation, prretr references to the rate of repeated call generation, and prrun denotes the service rate. The epubreak_idle, epubreak_busy, and cpurepair variables denote the failure rate in the two CPU states and the repair rate.
The node part defines the nodes of the system. Our queuing network contains five nodes: one node for the number of busy, retrying, and waiting terminals, respectively, and two nodes for the CPU. The CPU is idle and up and all the terminals are busy at the starting time.
The transition part describes how the system works. The first transition rule defines the successful primary call generation: the CPU moves from the idle state to busy and the terminal from busy to waiting. The second rule shows an unsuccessful primary call generation: if the CPU is busy when the call is generated then the terminal moves to state retrying. The third rule handles the case of a successful repeated call generation: the CPU moves from the idle state to busy and the terminal from retrying to waiting. The fourth rule describes the request service at the CPU. The fifth and sixth rules describe the CPU fail in idIe and busy state. The last rule shows the CPU repair.
Finally, the result part calculates the requested output performance measures. 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section, we consider some sample numerical results to illustrate graphically the influence of the nonreliable server on the mean response time E[T]. As it can be seen in the first three eases, the independent breakdowns are treated, then the state dependent and independent ones are considered. In each case, different comparisons are made according to the breakdowns (dependent, independent), service continuation (continued), and system operations (blocked, unbIocked).
We used the tool SPNP which was able to handle the model with up to 126 sources. In this case, on a computer containing a 950MHz processor and 512MB RAM, the running time was approximately one second.
The results in the reliable case (with very low failure rate and very high repair rate) were validated by the (a little modified) Pascal program for the reliable case given in [5, pp. 272-274] . See Table 1 for some test results. The nonreliable case was tested with the nonreliable FIFO model, see Table 2 .
Comments
• In Table 2 ~ ............................... , ............................ ~ ........................................................ ; ......................... ~ .................... I z .............................................................................. corresponding ones in FIFO discipline. The derived results are the same up to the sixth decimal digit.
• In Figures 1-3 , we can see the mean response time E[T] for the reliable and the nonreliable retrial system with continuous, noncontinuous service after repair, with blocked and unblocked operations during service failure when the primary request generation rate, retrial rate and service rate increase. In these cases, the server's failure rate is independent of the state of the server. Figure 1 demonstrates a surprising phenomenon of retrial queues having a maximum of E[T] which was noticed in [15] , too. The difference between continuous, noncontinuous service, moreover blocked, unblocked systems' operations is clearly shown. However, if the retrial or service rate increases the continuous and noncontinuous service result in the same measure, as it was expected.
• In Figures 4-6 , the mean response time E[T] is displayed with continuous service after repair but the server's failure rate depends on its state. The system operation is either blocked or unblocked. In Figure 4 , we can see that the curves of independent failure with blocked operations and dependent failures with unblocked operations intersect each other. In each case, the difference between the independent and dependent failures is clearly demonstrated.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a finite-source homogeneous retrial queuing system with nonreliable server is studied. The novelty of the investigation is this nonreliability of the server which makes the system rather complicated. The tool MOSEL was used to formulate and solve the problem and the main performance measures were derived and graphically displayed. Several numerical calculations were performed to show the effect of the nonreliability of the server on the mean response times of the calls.
